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Reach Surgical ACS Circular Staplers 

Technical Report 

 

Introducing the ACS series of circular staplers from Reach Surgical, a new generation of independently 

developed digestive tract staplers. The ACS circular staplers feature adjustable staple formation height, a 

highlight feature designed to create safe anastomoses, enabling surgeons to operate with confidence 

when handling different tissue thickness. 

 

ACS series of circular stapler 

 

The purpose of this report is to highlight the differences between the ACS series of circular staplers and 

other mainstream products and show the data and evidence behind many of those characteristics, thus 

giving surgeons a clearer understanding of the ACS products and enhance their confidence to use the 

products in surgery.  The report explains the methods and results of the following trials performed in 

bench top and pre-clinical settings: 

� Longer instrument shaft length 

� Lengthened anvil shaft 
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� Ergonomic turning knob 

� More device feedback when firing 

� Audible Feedback When Opening/Closing the Instrument 

� Less force to fire 

� Faster opening / closing mechanism 

� Better leak resistance 

� Cleaner and better cuts 

� Adjustable staple formation height 

 

#The samples in the control group are the COVIDIEN DST Series EEA and ETHICON CDH series circular 

staplers. 

 

This report is based on the Technical Requirements for Products and Machine Validation Scheme for 

circular staplers with staples. The specific test methods used are shown in the test clauses of this report. In 

order to reduce any possible test deviations between the test product and the control group product, the 

same test method used on the test product were also applied to the comparison product. 
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1. Longer Instrument Shaft L

The ACS series of circular staplers have

a longer instrument shaft 

length (227mm) compared to other 

products to meet the needs of patients 

with varying anatomies. 

The shaft length of ACS is 30% longer

than that of CDH. 

2. Lengthened Anvil Shaft 

ACS has a longer anvil shaft which 

25% longer than Ethicon CDH 

 

Length： 

The ACS series of circular staplers have 

compared to other 

of patients 

30% longer 

which is more convenient for doctors to operate. The

than Ethicon CDH series. 
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The anvil shaft is 50 mm long, 

 



 

3. Ergonomic Turning Knob：

The ACS circular stapler has a shark fin

hold and rotate to operate the instrument

well connected and firmly set in place

 

4. More Device Feedback W

The breakaway washer inside the anvil

process. The breakaway washer provides

feedback② compared to the feedback received when usinga 

 

： 

a shark fin-type adjustment/turning knob, which makes it more c

instrument. A reliable assembly process ensures that the rotating

firmly set in place, and will not come loose during operation. 

 

When Firing 

inside the anvil provides distinct audible and tactile feedback during the fir

provides3x more tactile feedback① and 

feedback received when usinga COVIDIEN DST Series EEA.
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knob, which makes it more comfortable to 

sures that the rotating knob is 

 

 

ile feedback during the firing 

and clear audible 

COVIDIEN DST Series EEA. 
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①Bench top testing comparing average vibration measured as mean vectorial acceleration during firing. ACS is 10.5 m/s2 vs. 

EEA’s 3.2 m/s2 

②Bench top testing comparing mean peak sound intensity during firing. ACS is 110 db (linear) vs. EEA’s 95 dB (linear) 

5. Audible Feedback When Opening/Closing the Instrument 

Turn the adjustment knob counterclockwise one half to a full turn or until there is a click from the audible 

indicator. The audible indicator will click at the position where the maximum recommended opened space 

between the cartridge and anvil is to facilitate removal of the instrument. Opening the device to that 

position will unclamp the tissue sufficiently enough while not getting to a point where it is likely for the 

anastomosisto move off-center from the anvil shaft, making the removal of the instrument more difficult. 

6. LessForce③to Fire 

The firing force④ of an ACS circular stapler is 12% less when compared to that ofan ETHICON CDH 

stapler, making it more comfortable and convenient for users. 

③ Electronic universal testing machine is used to load the tooling for firing, and the force-displacement output is measured 

by the testing machine during the firing process. 

 



 

 

④Bench top, the firing force testing was performed in an ex

thickness was 4 mm, and data was 

7. Faster Opening/Closing M

The ACS series stapler has a 26%

instrument from its open position, making it easier to use and 

time. 

⑤Measure number of full rotations necessary to close device. ACS is 4.25 rotations, Ethicon CDH series is 5.75 rotations

 

 

 

Bench top, the firing force testing was performed in an ex-vivo method, porcine rectum tissue was used. The 

 measured by an8g/mm2 pressure measuring tool. 

Tissue thickness measuring tool 

 

 

Mechanism 

26% reduction in the amount of time⑤ necessary to fully close the 

making it easier to use and helping surgeons and other

Measure number of full rotations necessary to close device. ACS is 4.25 rotations, Ethicon CDH series is 5.75 rotations
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porcine rectum tissue was used. The tissue 

 

necessary to fully close the 

surgeons and other staff save some 

Measure number of full rotations necessary to close device. ACS is 4.25 rotations, Ethicon CDH series is 5.75 rotations. 



 

8. Better Leak Resistance – 

Test results demonstrate that the ACS staplers have excellent intra

� The measured anastomotic burst pressure has statistical advantage over CDH; ACS

withstand burst pressure is

CDH were both tested using a 95% confidence level 

showed that ACS was significantly higher than CDH in leak 

 

⑥ Bench top, the leakage resistance

removed from the animal. The tissue thickness was 4 mm, and data was

measuring tool. 

 

 Ex-vivo Pressure BurstTest 

the ACS staplers have excellent intraluminal leak resistance to pressure

nastomotic burst pressure has statistical advantage over CDH; ACS

urst pressure is 21.6% higher than that of the Ethicon CDH series. ACS &

CDH were both tested using a 95% confidence level double T test, and the results (P = 0.032) 

showed that ACS was significantly higher than CDH in leak resistance pressure test.

resistance testing was performed in an ex-vivo method, porcine rectum tissuewas 

removed from the animal. The tissue thickness was 4 mm, and data was measured by 

 
Leakage testing 
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resistance to pressure⑥. 

nastomotic burst pressure has statistical advantage over CDH; ACS’s ability to 

hicon CDH series. ACS & 

double T test, and the results (P = 0.032) 

pressure test. 

 

method, porcine rectum tissuewas 

measured by an 8g/mm2 pressure 
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� More staples per firing, providing a more 

secure staple line and better anastomosis. The 

density of the staples in an ACS stapler is 1.2 

times that of an Ethicon CDH stapler. The 

densities of ACS was 48.38% and for CDH it 

was 40.67%. 

 

� ACS stapler have a higher rate of well-formed staples in extremely thick tissue. In the 

ACS series, the rate of well-formed staples is more than 98% in the extremely thick tissue. For 

Ethicon CDH the rate was lower at 92%, and also lower for COVIDIEN EEA at 89%⑦ 

 
⑦Bench top test, the rate of badly formed staples in a 4 mm thickness  porcine intestine tissue using ACS was 1.67%, 

8.20% using CDH, 10.23% using EEA. 
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9. Cleaner and Better Cuts 

ACS has a very sharp cut knife and exhibits superb cutting ability when a double anastomosis technique⑧ 

is used for surgery. The excellent cuts cause less tension on the anastomosis area and has less 

strains on the staple line during the opening and release of the instrument. The rate of cutting through 

staples for ACS was 100%, which is50% higher than that of the Ethicon CDH and 200% higher 

than that of the COVIDIEN EEA. 

 

⑧ Double anastomotic technique: Bench top, test by cutting the previously formed staple line at the rectal stump using the 

circular stapler.  The rate of cutting through the staples in ACS was 100%, CDH was 66.66%, and EEA was 33.33%. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

10. Adjustable Staple Formation Height 

ACS has Adjustable Height Stapler Technology, which allows a surgeon to control 

and the height of the staple applied 

Controlled Tissue Compression and 

compression needed for a secure ana

 

 

 

 

Adjustable Staple Formation Height  

ACS has Adjustable Height Stapler Technology, which allows a surgeon to control 

applied to tissue depending on its conditions. 

Controlled Tissue Compression and Adjustable Height Staple Technology are designed to deliver optimal 

compression needed for a secure anastomosis and effective blood flow to promote healing

Please be noted that the test report is only for internal use.
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ACS has Adjustable Height Stapler Technology, which allows a surgeon to control amount of compression 

Adjustable Height Staple Technology are designed to deliver optimal 

to promote healing. 

Please be noted that the test report is only for internal use. 

 


